For nearly six decades, residents, associates, family
members, and community partners have been weaving
together an intricate tapestry of lives that is Canterbury Court.
At the heart of this tapestry are the moments that make life
at Canterbury so full, such as a morning walk through the
gardens, a passionate discussion of the book of the month
over a cup of coffee, or an exhibition showcasing art by our
talented residents.
By expanding our green space and supporting residents who
have spent their lives serving others, we are Launching A
Legacy created by and for the remarkable people who call
Canterbury Court home. Together, we can weave a tapestry
as vibrant and full as the lives within it. Please join us as we
add to Canterbury’s legacy through this campaign.
With Appreciation,

Matt Cole
Campaign Chair

Betty Feezor
Campaign Chair

At Canterbury Court,
We Are Weaving Together
A Tapestry Of Lives
That tapestry is flourishing. Since our founding in 1965,
Canterbury Court has earned a reputation as one of the leading
nonprofit senior living communities in metro Atlanta. Our community
is more vibrant now than ever before as we embark on a campus
enhancement that will grow capacity for assisted living services and
further specialize our offerings with a new Healthcare Center and
memory care program.
This physical expansion is just one component of the legacy we are
building. Canterbury Court is special because of the people, places,
and shared experiences that fill our spaces with life and vibrancy.
We must cultivate these aspects of our community alongside
our campus expansion so that our next chapter is not only about
growth, but also about enrichment.
In this spirit, Canterbury Court is Launching A Legacy with a
$7.5 million campaign to expand our treasured Gardens and
introduce the Tapestry Grant program.
Together, we can ensure that the legacy of Canterbury Court, and
each thread within our tapestry, is one of fulfillment, enrichment, and
joy today and for generations to come.

A Legacy of Place
One of the most unique and cherished assets
of our community, the gardens are often cited
as a primary reason residents choose to call
Canterbury Court home.
Canterbury Court now has a time-sensitive opportunity to Expand
Our Gardens by purchasing the three residential properties
adjacent to our campus on Vermont Road. This 1.3-acre acquisition
offers the rare chance to enrich our legacy for current and future
residents—along with our surrounding neighborhood—by securing
the land in perpetuity.

“Expanding our gardens
means breathing new life into
the Canterbury community,
making it more vibrant for
today and the future.
That’s the legacy
we want to leave.”
Fay Pearce and Noradel Wilson,
Resident Campaign Co-Chairs

We are seeking
$4.2 million in
philanthropic support
to enable this green
expansion, which will
result in more than
11 acres of gardens and
shared outdoor spaces
for the Canterbury
community.

A Legacy of People
Canterbury Court’s tapestry gets its richness
from the vibrant people who live here.
Our physical expansion presents the opportunity to intentionally
add diversity of race, ethnicity, background, thought, and
socioeconomic status to our existing tapestry of residents—
weaving together a legacy full of the unique stories, perspectives,
talents, and passions they bring with them.
The initial launch of the Tapestry Grant program, for which
we are seeking to raise $3.3 million by 2025, will subsidize
a portion of entrance fees and monthly service fees for 10
residents. Grants will be awarded based on available funds and
demonstrated financial need.

“The exceptional people who call Canterbury
home are the heart of this community, and the
Tapestry Grant program promises to keep the
heart at the center of everything we do.”
Howell Adams,
Resident and Honorary Campaign Chair

Join Canterbury Court as we enrich our community for today,
tomorrow, and generations into the future.
Launching A Legacy: The Campaign for Canterbury Court
A Legacy of Place: Gardens & Green Space

$4,200,000

A Legacy of People: The Tapestry Grant Program

$3,300,000

Campaign Total

$7,500,000

3750 Peachtree Road, NE
Atlanta, GA 30319
canterburycourt.org
For more information, please contact Alexandra Newman-Kofinas
at (470) 381-6775 or AlexandraKofinas@canterburyccrc.org

